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Start with 
Total Ownership

Understand Your 
Passion & Purpose Construct Goal 

Systems

Commence Taking 
Action Today

Erase Your 
Limiting Beliefs

Solidify Your 
Progress Daily

Survey Your 
Achievements
(and go again!)

Unlocking the SUCCESS Code®



Seminar Overview

®

A half-day (circa 4 hours) seminar session delivered to larger groups of delegates, typically of twenty or more attendees.  There is no maximum 
number, attendance is restricted only by the size and capacity of the venue.  

The seminar is a mixture of presentation, Q/A and delegate self-reflection and is delivered by Steve McNicholas, creator of the SUCCESS Code and 
author of the book.  All workbooks, textbooks and toolkits for delegates are supplied by ourselves.

The seminar is typically delivered over 4 hours and is broadly structured as follows:

• Part 1: Introduction to the SUCCESS Code, overview of supplied workbooks and toolkits and expectations for the seminar;

• Part 2: Code Blocks 1, 2 and 3 are explained at a reasonably high level but sufficient enough for delegates to understand, appreciate and begin to 
apply the core themes of each Code Block.  Time is provided for self-reflection and to use the Toolkits provided. 

• Part 3: Here Code Blocks 4 and 5 are explained in sufficient detail for delegates to understand, appreciate and consider application of in their 
situation, personal or professional.  Particular emphasis here is placed on the importance of taking action and overcoming personal and collective 
barriers to action;

• Part 4: This is when Code Blocks 6 and 7 are explained and discussed and delegates begin to understand the importance of embedding, reviewing 
and refining actions in order to reinforce progress and success.  Again delegates are given time for important self-reflection and to ensure the 
messages are understood and absorbed;

• Part 5: The seminar is closed with a Q/A with the audience - depending upon timings  – before an inspiring closing summary from Steve.

The structure outlined above is designed to ensure delegates have sufficient understanding of the SUCCESS Code as well as time throughout the 
seminar to clarify, reflect and discuss as required.  
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Seminar Benefits
This half-day seminar is focused on enabling delegates to understand and then apply, the seven step sequence of the SUCCESS Code.  It will provide 
delegates with an understanding of the seven ‘code blocks’ that underpin the SUCCESS Code and can enable progress and advancement towards 
delivering on the delegates specific objectives or goals, business or personal.   The seminar is predominately delivered in presentation style by Steve 
but with sufficient time for delegates to absorb, reflect and ensure clarity and understanding throughout. 

The primary benefits and outcomes from the seminar for delegates are as follows:
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Clarity, appreciation and agreement that the achievement of their objectives/targets/goals is wholly within their 
‘ownership’ and therefore their success is within their own control

Help define and then align behind a ‘purpose’ that is personal to the delegate, allowing them to unleash the ‘passion’ to 
push them forward in testing times. A powerful combination to propel the delegate towards success

Identifying and robustly adhering to defined ‘systems’ that underpin goal setting and accepting that taking 
the required action is a fundamental foundation upon which the objectives will be delivered

Appreciating the challenge of their ‘limiting beliefs’ and how to overcome and progress forward while implementing 
habitual and constant techniques to solidify progress and establish the platform to progress even further. 

“A powerful half-day experience that literally flew by in the blink of an eye!  Steve’s seven blocks seem so very obvious and simple and yet despite me 
thinking I was succeeding at work, I clearly wasn’t leveraging my abilities anywhere near as much as I could be.  I now understand just HOW to unlock 
our capabilities so much more effectively and can’t wait to get back and apply it.  Thanks for the books as well!”   David F.  Attendee at Seminar 2019



How to Organise?

Cost of the Seminar

“I look forward to working closely with you on your success and achievement as we apply and progress through the SUCCESS Code together!”
Steve McNicholas 
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There are a number of important factors to be mindful of at this point.  A suitable venue is key for maximum learning and benefit for the 
delegates attending.  We do ask the client to arrange and secure appropriate facilities but we are happy to support sourcing such venues if 
required.  Please see the point earlier regarding delegate numbers for this seminar.

Once an enquiry for a seminar is made, Steve will wish to speak to the relevant members of the organization to understand the priority areas of 
focus, the culture of the team or business, the mix and experience of delegates and anything else of relevance to ensure we deliver the most 
impactful seminar possible. 

If the seminar is to be run outside of the UK, additional arrangements will often need to be discussed such as material printing and delivery and 
appropriate IT facilities.

Enquiries for this seminar can be made via the website using the ‘contact us’ boxes provided.  You can email us at info@moldanconsulting.com or 
you can telephone us on 01394 825782.  (Outside of UK, please dial +44 1394 825782).

The seminar is charged at a ‘delegate block’ rate to cover the production, printing and delivery of sufficient materials, workbooks and Toolkits for 
delegates.  as follows:

• 20 – 40 delegates: £2995 (+ VAT) per seminar;
• 40 – 60 delegates: £3495 (+ VAT) per seminar; 
• 60+ delegates:  Please confirm delegate numbers and we will provide a costing once production, printing and delivery is fully understood.
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